WATCH MARKET REVIEW

Summer is upon us, and there is much more heating up right now in addition to the
weather! Right in the midst of the elections, we are witnessing heated exchanges and
comments, as each political party tries to trump the other. By the time this issue
comes out, we will know the result of the Great Indian Election that has had the world
observing and tracking it closely. May the best party win!
This issue also has for you a report on Baselworld 2019. As you are aware, the last year has
been a very defining one for the fair management. After a spate of exits the year before, it
was a time for a complete rethink. The Watch Market Review team was present at the fair
and we do see a new order coming to place.
We live in a world of change. With technological innovations, things are changing at a
much faster pace than they have ever done before. This means a lot for our industry that
is rooted in heritage and in the past. How can we take the best out of the past and march
into the constantly evolving future? We did catch glimpses of eﬀorts to really be relevant
to the changing needs of the industry, this year, at Baselworld. We hope this continues and
amplifies. You can read about our time at the fair and our list of top watches that we
curated especially for you!
Meanwhile, the local and global watch market has also been bustling with activity. There
have been new launches and flurries of activity. Summer time is a special month for new
pieces, predominantly colourful as well as sporty watches. In addition, we have the ICC
Cricket World Cup globally, and the recently concluded IPL tournaments locally, which
add a sporty vibe to these months. We try and capture all the momentum in this issue!
Happy reading!
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TITAN NEBULA

Welcome the auspicious season of fortune!

W

e all know of the Indian penchant for gold. Gold has somehow never lost glitter in the country, despite
changing economic scenarios over the years. Gold is considered as an investment. Gold is also aspirational.
Titan has since long been in sync with this preference. The Nebula range of solid Gold watches bring home not only the
purity of gold, but also the benefit of truly world class design.
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These watches are exquisite pieces set in 18k and 22k solid Gold. With elegant designs, Nebula watches are very clearly
a blend of the rich heritage of Indian jewellery making and the fine craftsmanship of watchmaking. These watches bring
to life Indian grandeur, celebrating the Art and Architecture of a resplendent past.

Indeed, the grandeur of our rich heritage has been celebrated with aplomb in all Nebula watches. For those who prefer
an understated look, there are plain gold watches. Then, there are dressier designs that are adorned with pearls,
diamonds, rubies and other precious stones.
Design often stretches the boundaries of imagination. And, with such a rich heritage to dip into, why not take
inspiration from our indigenous crafts? Hence, one finds Nebula watches as canvases for expression of the painstaking
Filigree work, or a reinterpretation of bespoke calligraphy. Some of the watches are adorned with precious stones that
add their own touch of glamour. Nazakat (Kundan Polki) and Ashoka Maurya collections benefit from our rich history.
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A Nebula watch is more than a timepiece. It is an heirloom, a precious piece of history that lives on forever. After all, time
is eternal!

FREDERIQUE CONSTANT

I

Manufacture Slimline

t is indeed a matter of pride that the manufacture has added the 28th in-house calibre within its Manufacture
collection. The collection features an extraordinary 50-hour power reserve function in the in-house movement. With
hours, minutes and a date display at 6 o’clock, it gives just the right information needed to glide through the day.
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The watch is available in four models and boasts a 40mm case either in stainless steel or in rose gold-plated stainless
steel with diﬀerent dial colours (silver, dark grey or navy blue), Roman numerals and sunray decoration with hand
polished white or black hands. The easy-to-read power reserve indicator is displayed at 10 o’clock on the dial with a red
sector indicating that it’s time to put the watch on, or wind it. While the dial is very simple and legible, the touch
of asymmetry provided by the power reserve indicator, adds a panache. This classy and elegant leather strap gives a
perfect finish to the refined look.
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Frederique Constants is always
pushing the boundaries to the
limit in order to produce some
of the finest mechanical and
complicated timepieces at the
most competitive prices. This
watch is definitely the best
quality-price power reserve
function available on the Swiss
made watch market. A very
refined watch that will always
remain timeless!

JAEGER-LECOULTRE
An advanced client centric care program

W
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atchmaking is not just about watches, but
also nurturing relationships. And who would
know that better than Jaeger-LeCoultre? The manufacture
has launched a Care program in line with evolving
global customer needs and desire for personalized
content, technical expertise and education.
This Care program will deploy a dedicated digital
platform, highly personalized with value-added
information, advice and services as well as an up to 8-year
International Limited Warranty across all clocks and
watches. Manifesting an advanced client centric program
in the watchmaking industry is indeed a first and it will
be exciting to see how this move turns out.
Customers will now be able to register exclusively
their Jaeger-LeCoultre clocks and watches on a dedicated
online platform that enables them to manage their
personal collection and to benefit from the Maison’s
personalized Jaeger-LeCoultre Care program. Another
advantage that will be very beneficial for customers
is that timepieces under the original International
limited warranty today will be eligible for the warranty
extension upon online registration to this program on
jaeger-lecoultre.com/services.

Keeping in mind the worldwide clientele, the dedicated
online platform is available in 12 languages (English,
French, German, Portuguese, Spanish, Italian,
Arabic, Russian, simplified and traditional Chinese,
Japanese and Korean). Wechat users will also benefit
from the program thanks to the integration of the
platform. Customers can receive advice and support
related to the online platform across all
of Jaeger-LeCoultre’s oﬃcial POS [and
e-commerce partners] globally, regardless of
whether they have made their purchase in
store or online.
The spirit of inventiveness anchored in
Jaeger-LeCoultre’s heritage is very evident
in this move which harnesses the principle
of innovation at the service of watchmaking.
As the maison moves into the future, carrying
the very rich legacy of the past, this is the
best way to foster a long-term and caring
relationship with customers.
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After their registration, clients will receive personalized
services throughout the life of their timepieces. These
services include: added-value services regarding
maintenance or enhancement of their timepieces,
such as functional checks or engraving tool in stores
and specific online information and advice provided by
craftsmen on their specific timepieces in addition
of pre-configured digital tools for personalization
and care.

SEVENFRIDAY
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Mumbai gateway with Daniel Niederer

T

he vibrant vibe of SEVENFRIDAY has nicely settled into the
equally vivacious city of Mumbai! The brand has put its stamp on
the city with a new space, refreshingly diﬀerent from standard retail
spaces. It is located in the heritage district of Flora Fountain and Fort,
quite near the iconic Bombay Stock Exchange. Watches, eyewear,
apparel and bracelets from the brand will be on display here. The full
range of products from the global lifestyle brand are sure to appeal to a
discerning clientele.
SEVENFRIDAY designs, manufactures and sells industrial inspired
watches, bracelets and sunglasses. The SEVENFRIDAY space fits the

brief for all its global outlets. In short, it is a space for likeminded people,
energized by the wonder of design, to hangout.
The brand is spearheaded by CEO & founder, Daniel Niederer, who
after spending 15 years in the business of luxury watches decided to
launch his own brand.
Karishma Karer chats with SEVENFRIDAY CEO Daniel Niederer
about the way forward…

WhAt DOES SEVENFRIDAY StAND FOR?

DIStRIButION StratEgY…
For us it is always important to
work with local partners. This is the only way
you can connect and be relevant. Secondly,
we always will work with retailers. At the
same time, we want to expand on our space
concept. That is the best way to communicate
what SEVENFRIDAY stands for. people have
to experience what we stand for.
WhY SEVENFRIDAY?
Well, the mantra is that every day is Friday, a fun
day! The philosophy and the reason behind
starting the brand is this, to put it in a modern
way. A traditional way of saying the same
thing would be “Carpe Diem” or “seize the
day”! Fridays are a symbol of positivity and
enjoyment. Why do we suﬀer through the
week just to enjoy the weekend? It does not
make sense.

WhAt’S SO COOl ABOut YOuR SuNglASSES?

ARE YOu MAKINg MARKEt SpECIFIC WAtChES?

There is a strong recognition element here.
Then there is the metal frame around them that
adds more value and gives it a clear industrial
look. The round ones are inspired by the North
pole expeditions. They are quite robust.

We have a limited production for our collection.
Every market wants a special edition. We scale
it down a bit, but we do pieces inspired by
certain markets and countries, but then we
launch it globally. We have a Mexican and
Japanese inspired one.

CuStOMISED WAtChES…
Well, in the M Series we had the possibility of
engraving in one of the editions. But I believe
that the moment I buy from a brand and start
customising the product, it is my style and the
not the brand’s!
ARE YOu DOINg SOMEthINg SpECIFICAllY FOR
WOMEN?
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We have been true to the strategy and the
philosophy that we had at the beginning. We
still want to be the odd one out. We still want
to be the black sheep. We still want to think
diﬀerently and define ourselves by our own
standards rather than the industry standards.
We also constantly remind ourselves that we are
not just a watch brand. We are an attitude…and
a lifestyle, and just happened to make watches
first! The second product we designed were
bracelets. These speak the same design language
and take the shapes and references from the
watches, an industrial approach. We have also
launched sunglasses, but are going into opticals
soon, so we would have an entire range of
eyewear. And, this is surely not the end of it! We
like to design the things we like! There are many
products that we want to look at. What remains
constant though is that we want our identity
stamped on the design- the angles, the
complexities, the materials and so on. There are
many things that we enjoy doing! That is what
SEVENFRIDAY stands for.

We have planned something for next year
which is a lot more feminine. The customer will
be the judge!
ANY SpECIFIC plANS FOR INDIA?

We are going to expand the retail network to 40
from 28. We have a healthy cooperation with
our partner and are eager to see how the space
will do. We will focus on communicating the
philosophy, rather than pushing sales. If people
can understand and appreciate what we stand
for, then we win!

SEVENFRIDAY has carved out a special niche for itself by focussing on the intricate link between the brand philosophy and the products. Ultimately, it is not
about a specific object, but a lifestyle that the customer sees through it!

TITAN
INDIA

IS A COUNTRY OF CONTRASTS.

HOW

DO THE

DEMANDS OF DESIGN VARY ACROSS THE DIFFERENT

In conversation with

REGIONS?

Revathi Kant,

DIFFERENT GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS OF THE COUNTRY?

YOU NOTICED ANY SPECIFIC DESIGN

FEATURES THAT ARE MORE ACCEPTED AND PREFERRED IN

Chief Design Officer,

India is a melting pot of various cultures,
languages, traditions and design preferences.
Although due to globalization and high internet
penetration people are more informed buyers, we
are still noticing strong cultural and demographic
biases which are shaping buying behaviours.

Titan Company Limited

“
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HAVE

T

he culture at Titan company
encourages people to push
the envelope, try new things, fail and
learn and come up with innovations.
Failure is not looked down upon but
encouraged, as it is the only way to
learn. While breakthrough innovations
are welcome, the incremental ones
are also showcased and highlighted.
This helps in building a culture of
innovation. At Titan, we encourage
people to focus at the intersections
which invariably gives rise to
innovations,” says Revathi Kant,
Chief Design Officer, Titan Company
Limited, as she gets candid about
the design process that is so vital
to Titan. Excerpts…

Northern India, especially Delhi has always liked
a more masculine and flamboyant look, while
Mumbai has always preferred a classic and
formal look. Southern India has strong cultural
linkages and still prefers something rooted and
more traditional. Bangalore being a silicon city is
very cosmopolitan. It is a vibrant city which has
very young technology driven demographics and
hence tech products which are targeted towards
youth have done exceedingly well in Bangalore.
At Titan we have designed few iconic collections
inspired from these mega cities. The recently
launched Kolkata collection and Eternal Mumbai
collection are perfect examples of iconic designs
which are symbolically representing the rich
culture of these mega cities.

HOW

IS

TITAN

BUILT ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF

DESIGN?

Design is a valuable strategic asset for Titan
Company because it helps us to remain
relevant in a world that is undergoing
unprecedented change. Design can offer a
solution. When brought to a strategic level,
design becomes a powerful transformation
agent. Good design is not a ‘Nice-to-have’
anymore. It’s a mandatory condition for
success. When thinking of design, most
people focus on the outcome, the finalized
product, service, space, interface… and not
necessarily on the underlying process that
ensures the relevance of this solution.
A great design is a result of an in-depth
consumer understanding, interpretation of
relevant Mega trends and a great
inspiration.
Creating
great
designs
consistently through our design process is really our strength. At Titan, design
plays a strategic and integrated role in business. The design philosophy
which guides us is ‘Design that inspires’.
TITAN HAS A RANGE OF BRANDS FROM THE MORE MASS ONES TO THE EXCLUSIVE ONES
NEBULA. IN TERMS OF DESIGN APPROACH, WHAT ARE THE STRATEGIES FOR THE
DIFFERENT SEGMENTS?

Different brands target different consumer segments and each of them have
a different design strategy but the overall approach is similar. Our design
process starts with in-depth consumer understanding and ends with creating
products which are differentiated yet relevant to the segment.
WHAT

ARE THE KEY CHALLENGES OF DESIGNING FOR AN INDIAN CUSTOMER?

Today the Indian customer is a global citizen, highly evolved, knowledgeable
about latest trends and developments. Highly discerning, yet value and
quality conscious. There is abundance choice for the customer to
choose from in terms of brands, price points, analogue, digital, tech….
stores and e-commerce. So the key challenge is to understand the segment
for whom we are designing in terms of articulated and latent needs and
aspirations and offer a compelling package which differentiates us from
the rest.
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LIKE

DESIGN

HAS TO INTERACT WITH TECHNIQUE.

FOR

EXAMPLE, A BEAUTIFUL DESIGN FOR A

GOLD WATCH WILL HAVE TO TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF USING
GOLD.

SIMILARLY,

NOW WE HAVE DIGITAL WATCHES AND SMART WATCHES.

HOW

DOES

DESIGN ADAPT TO THESE DEMANDS?

Design is at the centre of a value chain and has to collaborate with various
fields. No designer can work in isolation. Any development in technology,
material, manufacturing has a big impact on design. In fact lot of
innovations in design do come in because of these collaborations
Earlier watches were functional time keeping devices, then they became style
accessories. The emergence of technology has once again brought back the
functional aspect without compromising the style quotient. Watches which
would give your health data along with the time are becoming major trends
in India as well as in global market. This is an era of smart technology and
watches are increasing following that trend.
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Nebula, our range of gold watches celebrates Indian Royalty and is crafted
in gold while the current wave of smart watches and smart bands are
indigenously developed with strong tech partnerships. Fastrack reflex is one
of them. It is one of India’s fastest selling smart band. We have recently
launched Fastrack WAV, India’s first gesture controlled smart band, which is
also the slimmest. We have a range of watches
which are ‘Analogue /Hybrid’ and they are
designed around activity tracking along with
notifications using our own proprietary micro
motor mechanisms.
HOW HAVE YOU SEEN DESIGN AT TITAN EVOLVE OVER THE
PAST 25 YEARS THAT YOU HAVE BEEN HERE?
Design has to evolve continuously to remain
relevant for the user. Let me explain it with an
example of our flagship product Edge. The design
journey of our Slimmest watch ‘Edge’ is truly
unique. Launched for the first time in 2002, this
product has reincarnated itself several times
to remain relevant to the changing consumer
preferences.
The first collection of simple classic watches were
replaced by contemporary yet classic watches
in 2007. These watches were slightly big in
proportion and had a modern design aesthetics.
The new watches were targeted towards young
buyers.

In 2013, Edge reincarnated itself in to a
new and unique collection called Edge
Skeletal. These watches established new
parameters in minimalistic design. They
were very unique not only in the form factor
but also in terms of material and technology.
Those were crafted in Titanium, which
contributed to making the Edge not only
slimmest but the lightest in its category. This
Edge won the Red Dot Design award.
Edge evolution continued from there. In
2017, design of Edge ceramic created
another wave which is still unmatched for.
These watches are the slimmest ceramic
watches ever produced encompassed in
a contemporary, minimalistic and extremely
well-crafted look in a premium material
combination of ceramic and sapphire.
The journey of Edge is evolving
with enhanced innovation in every new
collection. It is a timeless brand with revolutionary design and has retained
its charm for over 17 years.
DO YOU INTEGRATE DESIGN RESEARCH WITH THE BUSINESS ASPECT?

Design research is the first step in our design process and the business
impact is the result of what we create. We certainly start with keeping the
end in mind. Every product we design and create has the task of appealing
to the consumer and generating top line and bottom line for the company.
WHAT

ARE THE FUTURE DESIGN TRENDS THAT WILL DOMINATE THE MARKET?

Convergence of Design and Technology is really a big trend dominating the
market. Digitization is playing a key role in various facets of design and
design process. As tech is becoming more pervasive consumers are asking
better experiences all across value chains. It is imperative for designers and
design community to accept this change and use future technology to
amplify our ability to design. In today’s world customized offering and
‘designing for one’ is a big trend. Evolving technologies like 3D printing
will make it possible. AI in product design is another big influencer.
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HOW

Indeed, Titan leads innovation
through design and also by
having a futuristic gaze. The brand
recognizes the importance of
embracing technology to shape
the future of brands and products.
After all, when technology is
democratized, it is the design which
will differentiate.

Sheen is in!

W

hat makes each day special? It is the little things that add up to celebrate the regular day. One of these treasures is a beautiful and elegant
watch that can make your day. Casio has long been very respected as a brand, and Sheen puts it on the top of the list for discerning
women. A new range of elegant and classic watches under the brand name of Sheen, have been designed especially for cosmopolitan women.
These are time-telling mechanisms that are simplistic in nature and design, making for a perfect blend of sophistication and quality that can be worn
for any occasion.
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The new range of Sheen watches comes with leather straps as well as Swarovski crystals, ensuring a unique amalgamation of a smart and stylish look,
as well as a glamour that earns it an additional edge over other brands. The pink gold ion-plated watches promise durability, while the day, date and
24-hour indicator are quite utilitarian. A shining and functional addition to your watch wardrobe!
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LUMINOX
F-22 Raptor 9249 Model

T

he F-22 Raptor Chronograph has
been a well-loved and appreciated
one. F-22 Raptor 9249 Model takes the style
and functionality even further. The solid
titanium case and slide rule bezel are obvious
highlights. Expectedly, the model, that has
roots of inspiration in the fighter plane, sports
certain elements of the cutting-edge fighter
plane: the crown shape is taken from the tail
cone and the top view of the bracelet mimics
the top view of the jet, all functional angles,

while the case back features an engraving of
the F-22 Raptor from above.
Solid titanium is a material that is both stronger
and much lighter than steel. The utilitarian
slide rule bezel is perfect for the calculations
a pilot has to make while on a mission (e.g.
conversions, fuel consumption, air speed and
distance calculations and more). The timepiece
is incredibly legible, easy to read at a glance
in the day or in total darkness because of

Luminox’s mastery of luminosity. The product
will always be visible, boasting self-powered
luminosity that guarantees that these watches
will be illuminated constantly for up to 25
years. The watch is available in a black dial
version available on a white dial model with
a grey webbing strap.
We think the new model, with its rugged
look and functionality, inspires us for some
true adventures!
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GRAND SEIKO
Celebrating milestones

The blue of the ceramic outer case is a nod to the GT-R’s
iconic blue color, known to car enthusiasts as ‘Bayside
blue’. This ceramic and the inner case are made by light
high-intensity titanium that also protects the watch from
scratches while fitting comfortably on the wrist and
delivers 10 bar water resistance.

T

One may recall the white stripes that are a feature of the
NISSAN racing livery. Well, the watch also incorporates
this element in the white crocodile strap and the silver
white color of the dial, creating a perfect aesthetic
harmony with the blue of its ceramic case.

Cutting edge technology combined with Japanese
craftsmanship lie at the root of the precision and high
performance of each generation of these remarkable
sports cars. The watch as well, repects these values and
lives up to them. The NISSAN GT-R 50th Anniversary
model pays homage to the race-car version of the
Skyline 2000 GT-R, and is available until the end of
March 2020.

And since this is also to commemorate 20 years of the
Spring Drive, the movement must be visible! The Spring
Drive movement can be seen through the sapphire crystal
case back and the GT-R anniversary emblem in 18K
yellow gold is set into the oscillating weight to symbolize
the watch’s enhanced accuracy level of ±0.5 seconds per
day. The stopwatch measures elapsed time for up to twelve
hours and is the perfect calibre with which to celebrate the
twin anniversaries of Spring Drive and the NISSAN GT-R.
Here is a watch that lives up to the high expectations
that one has from the manufacture!

he Japanese watchmaker celebrates 20 years
of Spring Drive and 50 years of the NISSAN
GT-R in a limited-edition Grand Seiko watch. As a
homage to the NISSAN GT-R, the timepiece from
the Grand Seiko sport collection channelizes its inherent
functionality and sports technology.

IWC SCHAFFHAUSEN
Spitfire collection campaign movie
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T

his year the Spitfire collection made news,
intriguing collectors and watch lovers with its
innovative ideas. Now, coming to us with equal
panache is the Spitfire collection campaign movie
starring brand ambassador Lewis Hamilton. The
five-time Formula One World Champion appears
alongside a Mercedes-Benz Silver Arrow race car
and a Silver Spitfire aircraft.

IWC is releasing this film as part of an extensive global
advertising campaign revolving around its new Pilot’s
Watches. In the movie, Lewis Hamilton is driving the
Mercedes-Benz Silver Arrow W 125 around the
Goodwood Race Track, when a Spitfire aircraft
overtakes him. As the Spitfire approaches again in
low flight, he pushes the “stop” button on his Pilot’s
Watch Chronograph Spitfire. Time freezes and the
aircraft comes to a complete standstill in mid-air. After
admiring the Spitfire from diﬀerent angles, Hamilton
releases it by pressing the push-button on his
chronograph watch. The film ends with the slogan,
“I can stop time, but nothing stops me”, highlighting
the Formula One star as a man who is in control of
his destiny, wearing a watch designed for individuals
who require precision to master new challenges.

The new movie is a natural evolution of the 2017
campaign, which also featured IWC brand
ambassador Lewis Hamilton. In the previous film,
Hamilton used his Ingenieur Chronograph to stop
time and halt the Mercedes-Benz Silver Arrow W 196
in its tracks. With the Mercedes-Benz Silver Arrow W
125, a Spitfire aircraft and the new Pilot’s Watch
Chronograph Spitfire, the movie brings together the
spirit of adventure of the driver with the performance,
precision and beauty of the machine. The addition
of the Spitfire thus brings together the worlds of
vintage motorsport and aviation, creating a link
between these two fundamental pillars of the
IWC universe.
The movie was shot on the Goodwood Estate in the
South of England. IWC has strong ties to this
country retreat, which has been synonymous with
the exhilarating worlds of aviation and motorsports
for decades. Pilots Steve Boultbee-Brooks and
Matt Jones will take oﬀ from Goodwood this
August for the “Silver Spitfire – The Longest Flight”
expedition: the first circumnavigation of the globe
in a Spitfire. IWC Schaffhausen is lending its support
to this exciting project as the main sponsor.

25 years of LITTLE LANGE 1

T

he LITTLE LANGE 1 is the smallest model of the legendary
watch family. The little sibling of the iconic LANGE 1 was
introduced in 1998. The LANGE 1 however made its first
appearance in the year 1994 and on the occasion of the 25th Anniversary
of the LANGE 1, the LITTLE LANGE 1 also gets a special edition.
In a limited edition of 25 pieces, it is now available in white gold with a
blue printed argenté-coloured dial. Thus, it features an argenté-coloured
dial in solid silver with deep-blue printed numerals and markers, blue
date numerals, and a hand-engraved balance cock with blue accents.
Even the relief-engraved number “25” that graces the balance cock as
a reminder of the anniversary is blue. The blue hand-stitched
alligator leather strap with a contrasting seam in grey gives the perfect
finishing touch.
This watch may have a case diameter that is 1.7 mm smaller than the
classic LANGE 1, but the face, fucntionality and the design codes are a
sure nod to the original. You will notice that in a blink when you look at
the oﬀ-centre dial with the typical Lange outsize date. A push piece was
recessed in the case for correcting the outsize date, due to design
related reasons.
Well, here is a classic look that is legendary in its own right. And,
looking at it in a special anniversary version, replete with finesse and
elegance, makes us love it even more!
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A. LANGE & SÖHNE

JOHNSON WATCH CO.
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OCTO by BVLGARI

W

e know Bvlgari as a brand that
combines Swiss Watchmaking
with bold Italian design. This mélange of
complex Swiss mechanical and horological
craftsmanship with pathbreaking design is
clearly evident in the OCTO collection, which
symbolizes the ultimate expression of Bvlgari’s
expertise and innovative quest.
Johnson Watch Co brings some breath-taking
pieces from the line to its retail store in India.
For instance, be prepared to be mesmerized by

the Octo Grande Sonnerie that elevates the
concept of style with substance to new heights.
Behind the futuristic lines of the specific
Octo case and dial is the culmination of
centuries of watchmaking as 827 individually
hand-crafted components come together in
perfect synchronicity to oﬀer a Grande and
Petite Sonnerie function, a minute repeater
and tourbillon. Besides the Grande Sonnerie,
Bvlgari’s distinctive style comes across with
a focus on unique shapes and materials such
as the new Octo Tourbillon Automatic fully

dressed in Carbon: simply 48 grams of aesthetic
pleasure on the wrist. The thinnest ever
automatic carbon watch!
Other pieces that are available at the store in
New Delhi include the Octo L’originale
Solotempo. The Octo L’originale Chronograph,
the Octo Roma and the Octo Roma Leather
Strap. Well, it is clearly time to celebrate the
power of the OCTO!

BAUME & MERCIER
CEO Appointment

B

aume & Mercier have appointed David Chaumet, as
Chief Executive Oﬃcer of Baume & Mercier eﬀective
April 1, 2019. David joined Richemont eleven years ago as Head
of Customer Service and Quality at Roger Dubuis, before being
promoted four years later to Brand Director Switzerland and
Regional Brand Director Western Europe. Prior to joining
Richemont, David Chaumet was Director of Operations at TWC
Group (The Watches Connection) and beforehand Brand
Manager within Total Group.
“I am sincerely delighted to join Baume & Mercier after an
incredible journey within Roger Dubuis. We will consolidate the
strategy, driven by a constant quest for quality, combining
performance, technical achievement and refined design,” expressed
David Chaumet, on this occasion.
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Hind High Vacuum Co. Pvt. Ltd.
In conversation with N.J Babu, COO of Hind High Vacuum Co. Pvt. Ltd. (HHV)

W

hen one holds a finished watch in the hand,
and admires its beauty, one often misses the

little bits that go on in making a watch. Watch Market
Review goes behind the scenes into the interesting world
of watch crystals. In a conversation with N.J Babu, COO
of Hind High Vacuum Co. Pvt. Ltd. (HHV), we uncover
what lies beneath that spectacular piece on your wrist!

AS A WATCH CRYSTAL MANUFACTURER CAN YOU
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TALK ABOUT YOUR FACILITY?

HHV is an Integrated Manufacturing
industry with a synchronized blend of
Vacuum, Science and Technology
sustained by innovative manufacturing
products for Space, Defence and Nuclear
applications. HHV has a broad customer
base, located in and across the globe.
HHV’s watch crystals manufacturing
facility manufacture plain and metallized
crystals for numerous customers.
WHAT

IS YOUR YEARLY PRODUCTION?

HHV manufactures more than 4 million special watch crystals to Titan and Timex and a few
others. 80% of capacity established at HHV is to meet Titan’s requirement. The balance is to
other watch manufacturers.
WHAT

IS THE DEMAND FOR THE SAME IN INDIA?

80% of capacity established at HHV is just adequate to meet Titan’s requirement. The balance
is to other watch industries.
DO

YOU ALSO EXPORT THE WATCH CRYSTALS?

No. The present capacity of HHV is just adequate to meet the needs of Titan and Timex. We

are not in position to supply other watch manufacturers in India
itself. Most of the crystals we manufacture are for high end watch
manufacturers in India. Our crystals were rated as one of the best
in Basel and Hong Kong watch exhibitions. We are intending to
enter into sapphire crystals near future and with these crystals
we wish to enter into international market.
COULD

YOU BRIEFLY TELL US ABOUT THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF WATCH

CRYSTALS THAT WATCHMAKERS SOUGHT?

Today HHV makes only special crystals such as cylindrical, Plano
convex, concavo convex in different shapes, sizes matching
to our customer’s designs. We have also established a
metallization of glasses with gold, rose gold, silver, chromium,
etc. On this patterns are screen printed and etched in a range of
colours with high precision accuracy.
HOW

HAS THE COMPANY TODAY EMERGED AS THE MAJOR SUPPLIER OF

WATCH CRYSTALS?

We are the prime source to Titan now. We manufacture crystals
of any size, shape, pattern and colour as per Titan’s design.
YOUR

ASSOCIATION WITH

TITAN

GOES BACK MANY YEARS.

TELL

US ABOUT THIS UNIQUE RELATIONSHIP…

HHV’s association with Titan is more than 23 years. Titan has been hand holding us to bring
us to this level. Technically they helped us to see that we meet their requirements. It has helped
us right from plain crystal manufacturing to metalized crystal manufacturing. The accuracies
demanded by them in dimensions, shapes, variety of patterns, concavo convex, plano convex
and multi-color printed crystals is a challenge and HHV could meet successfully in the time
frame they wanted. It is really a proud thing to be a supplier to Titan.
YOU HAVE BEEN OBSERVERS OF THE INDIAN HOROLOGICAL INDUSTRY FOR YEARS NOW. YOUR COMMENTS ON

Certainly India has got good potential to become a manufacturing hub for watches. Required
manpower and skills are abundant. Titan’s success is an example.
India is fairly large market for watches and the growth in this industry has been significant.
India has one major manufacturing of watches namely Titan Industries. HHV has been
supporting Titan with the supply of special watch crystals especially coated and metallised. The
growth has been steady and the demand has been continuous. We expect the demand to
continue in spite of various other mechanism of telling time due to the large consumer base
within the country. We are also coming out with new models and new processes which help
in developing new models of watches and have been successful in indigenisation of most of
the imported components which earlier Titan would bring in from overseas.
HAVE YOU SUPPLIED CRYSTALS FOR ANY SMARTWATCHES? DO YOU MANUFACTURE MATERIALS THAT COULD BE
USED FOR THE SAME?
Yes. We have supplied crystals to few watch manufacturers in India. However, majority of
smart watches are assembled by bringing kits from abroad.
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POTENTIAL OF INDIA AS A MANUFACTURING HUB FOR WATCHES?

The Indian market indeed
holds great promise. India
holds great potential as a
hub for manufacturing
watches. With companies
like HHV, who are experts
in their defined realm, the
way just gets a bit smoother!

TAG HEUER
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Art Provocateur Alec Monopoly Watch in Ahmedabad

T

he avant-garde Swiss watchmaker continues its collaboration with the Art Star.
The brand launched new models in its Formula 1 collection at the TAG Heuer
authorized retailer The Golden Time/Luxury Time in Ahmedabad.

TAG Heuer’s Art Provocateur, Alec Monopoly, the world-famous street artist has helped the
Swiss watchmaker design new models. They were presented at a special party at Mangal Bag Gallery
& Residences art gallery, Ahmedabad. As a tribute to Alec Monopoly, the gallery walls were adorned
with Street Art styled paintings. Guests witnessed local graﬃti artist create a live painting. At a
special contest, the invited guests were asked to let their creative juices flow and design a watch dial
of their choice. The winners were given a special gift from TAG Heuer.
The TAG Heuer Formula 1 Alec Monopoly edition features the little banker called Monopi
wearing a red bandana over his face and throwing green cash across the dial. Alec Monopoly’s
instantly recognizable signature is found in the background in yellow, blue and red. The 41 mm
Formula 1 model is presented on a black rubber strap. The sporty watch features a stainless-steel
unidirectional bezel with a black PVD coating that is engraved with a 60-minute scale. The watch’s
bold black design is the perfect backdrop for the bright artwork on the dial to truly stand out.
The two latest models in TAG Heuer’s product range are a symbol of a veritable creative
collaboration. Combining watchmaking craftsmanship, contemporary art and timeless style, these
two TAG Heuer timepieces are sure to be a hit among street art fans and watch connoisseurs!

HUBLOT

Cricket fever!

W

ell, we all know that cricket is in the air! The
highly-anticipated ICC Cricket World Cup is set to begin
on May 30. The six-week long tournament will have its final match
on July 14 at Lord’s in London. As the watch brand associated with
the ICC Cricket World Cup 2019, Hublot unveiled a special watch to
commemorate the occasion.
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The icing on the cake was the presence of Rohit Sharma who came
together with the Manufacture to unveil the all-new 2019 Classic
Fusion Chronograph ICC Cricket World Cup 2019 England & Wales
watch, the second cricket watch created by Hublot. The first was
produced in limited series for the 2015 ICC Cricket World Cup. The
exhilerating launch took place at the Time Avenue boutique in Bandra
in the presence of Director Viraal Rajan and Ashok Goel, Marketing
Head, Hublot ,India.

The new limited-edition watch is heavily inspired by the original 2015
World Cup watch. The sapphire case back is decorated with the ICC
Cricket World Cup 2019 logo and celebrates the sport of cricket. The
grey and red detailing found in the dial, satin-finished ceramic bezel and
the leather and rubber strap are inspired by the colour palette of this
year’s ICC World Cup logo. The hands of the twin counters for the
chronograph minutes and small seconds are shaped like cricket bats,
while the triple appliqué hour marker at 12 o’clock represents three
wooden stumps.
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“I am so glad to launch the new Hublot cricket
watch and am excited to sport it on my wrist during
the upcoming ICC World Cup 2019,” said Sharma.
“Timing is vital in cricket. Cricket is a skilful, passionate game that
brings people together all over the world. Hublot shares this global
passion and is proud and excited to unveil the oﬃcial ICC Cricket
World Cup 2019 watch,” Ricardo Guadalupe, Hublot CEO said.

ROLEX

Encouraging excellence in training

T

he Rolex Training Centre in Mumbai was launched in
October 2007 under the guidance of master watchmaker
Swapan Dutta, who has been associated with the company for more
than 25 years. The graduates trained in Mumbai complete an intensive
2700-hour training programme, which produces highly skilled and
dedicated specialists who are qualified to maintain Rolex’s peerless
standards of excellence.
This training programme designed by Rolex Geneva gives watchmakers
from India a unique opportunity to learn traditional Swiss
watchmaking techniques and about the ever-evolving Rolex technology.

a
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The intensive course covers micromechanics, the servicing of all
current Rolex and Tudor movements, as well as the polishing and satin
finishing of cases and bracelets. High-quality mechanical wristwatches
are in demand and skilled watchmakers are needed over the long term
to ensure maintenance of these finely crafted and highly reliable
timepieces.
For the second time, the final examination for the course was held at
Rolex headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, under the supervision of
watchmaking experts. The graduation ceremony for the 2017−2019
group of students was held on 5 April 2019. Graduates will join Rolex’s
after-sales network.

